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Hedge Fund Manager - Long and Short Equity Strategies

Press [after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

Hedge Fund Basics

FSRC  Generate a custom fund search
HFND  Access a menu of hedge fund functions
HGFD  Access a menu of hedge fund Web sites

Long and Short Equity Strategies

ALRT  Create limit alerts that notify you of moves in the market as they happen
*ANR  Display equity analyst’s recommendations
*BQ  Composite overview of key price/trade data
BTRD  Access BLOOMBERG TRADEBOOK® information
*CF  Display and search for corporate filings
*CN  Display security news and research
DSRC  Generate custom company/mutual fund searches
*EE  Display Bloomberg’s earnings estimates
EET  Access a menu of equity order routing destinations and functions
*EM  Analyze/compare reported data and future estimates
*GM  Graph prices and money flow
*IIRA  Display IOIs and trade advertisements
*OMON  Monitor real-time option prices
*PHDC  Equity search on holdings
QSRC  Generate custom equity searches
*RV  Customize peer group analysis reports
*SI  Display monthly short interest
*SURP  Monitor earnings surprises

News and Research

BR  Access Bloomberg Research categories
LIVE  Access live audio/video broadcasts
TOP  Find top BLOOMBERG NEWS stories

Essentials

BBXL  Bloomberg calculations in Excel
BLP  Start Bloomberg Launchpad
BU  A menu of Bloomberg training resources
EASY  Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
PDF  Set personal defaults

Communications Tools

ANY  Learn how to access BLOOMBERG ANYWHERE
BBFN  Set up Bloomberg voice/video conferencing
DMSG  Manage data messages
IB  Learn about Instant Bloomberg messaging
MSGM  Access a menu of message functions
PHON  Access Bloomberg via phone or PDA
RMSG  Block incoming Internet messages